Critical Issues Unchanged

Summit: What Did It Settle?

The Oklahoma Journal

Focus on the West

By PREVIN GROOCHY

GEORGETOWN, O.D.—President Johnson and Premier George K. Takahashi rest assured that they have made an agreement that will have far-reaching effects on their countries. The summit is expected to bring stability and progress to the relationship between the two nations.

The leaders of the two super powers met secretly this week in Vienna and signed the agreement. The leaders are both pleased with the outcome.

President Johnson praised the agreement, saying it will "strengthen the Asia-Pacific region and help bring peace to the world." Premier Takahashi expressed his agreement, stating, "This agreement will help bring stability and progress to our countries."
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Editorials

Let's Keep Draper Clean

Letter to the Editor, June 19, 1962:

Transportation and utilities are things people give little thought to because they are taken for granted, and yet they are vital to the well being of a community. The beauty of Draper is the result of the efforts of many people who have worked to maintain our community's appearance. We all benefit from their efforts.

Voice Of Reason Heard

The PEOPLE'S Voice

To Ed's:

Dear Ed:

I was very impressed with the article you wrote about the importance of transportation. I agree with you that transportation is vital to the well being of a community. In many ways, it is the lifeblood of a community. It is what connects people and places, and it is what makes our communities thrive.

Vacation Do's, Don'ts

Leave Cares Behind

Inez Robb

Leaping Kids As Rockstars

Brian Robb

As mentioned in the previous article, transportation is a vital part of our daily lives. It is what allows us to get to work, school, and other important places. It is what allows us to enjoy the beauty of nature and the wonders of the world. Without transportation, our lives would be much different.

Senate Needs Code Of Ethics

WILLIAM MOODY OF

It is clear that the Senate needs a code of ethics. This is especially true in light of the recent scandals that have rocked the Senate. The Senate needs a code of ethics to ensure that its members act in a manner that is consistent with the values of our country.

Thoughts

Billy Graham

My Answer

In a recent interview, Billy Graham was asked about his answer to the question, "What is the purpose of life?" His response was, "The purpose of life is to serve God and others." This is a simple yet powerful answer, and it is one that we can all strive to follow.

Hugh Morgan

Life Is Great

Hugh Morgan, in an article published in the Oklahoma Journal, wrote, "Life is great. People are good. There are wonderful moments. We can do a lot of good." His words serve as a reminder that we should all focus on the positive aspects of life and work to make the world a better place.

Fireworks' Limits, Dangers Outlined By Fire Marshal

In an article published in the Oklahoma Journal, the fire marshal outlined the limits and dangers of fireworks. He emphasized the importance of following safety guidelines to prevent accidents.

Oklahoma Roundup

Dairy Princesses Compete For Title

Office Pool Round-Concerts

The Oklahoma Journal, June 26, 1962:

118 Killed In Bolivia

21 Killed In Bolivia

The Oklahoma Journal, June 26, 1962:

Make-Believe Wife-Out

The Oklahoma Journal, June 26, 1962:

Kiwanis To Hear Pritchett

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, June 26, 1962:

St. Anthony Gets Training

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, June 26, 1962:

Aero Gets New Manager

Stoneseac, Oklahoma, June 26, 1962:

Regional Conference Meets

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, June 26, 1962:

3rd Anniversary Celebration

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, June 26, 1962:
Solid Maple!

Go Ahead! Indulge Your Love Of Luxury. There Was Never A Better Time Than Now!

A big 60" fabric overstuffed with 9 huge drawers that will hold all new spring clothes. A total of solid maple, it will last for many years to come. The low price also includes the 30" x 34" plate glass mirror, and the solid maple chair back bed.

ALL 5 PIECES
$288.88

EVANS
Home Furnishings
800 9th, Western
OPEN 9 'til 9

CURTIS MATHES TELEVISION

Made of genuine carved veneer and hardwood solids. The V-19 set has the Curtis Mathes custom 19 Chimes which is the finest manufactured for black and white television. It is 32" inches wide and 29 inches high. A great buy at this price any day.

$168.88

It's Spanish, It's Oak, It's Unusual.

The dresser is 38" inches that have been hand-carved and have 3 drawers in each section. The beauty of the natural color is enhanced by the copper accents. The set includes a tall dresser, a 3-drawer dresser, and a 6-drawer dresser.

$168.88

Waldron Sleeper

Contemporary styling covered in heavy, hand-woven fabric. It has a tall side spring mattress inside that can be inside out, folded up, or used as an ottoman. Available in olive, turquoise.

$168.88

FREE SIMMONS MATTRESS & BOXSPRING

FREE OF EXTRA COST

AMERICA'S LARGEST SELLING 49.95 TO 59.95 SOLID MAPLE CASES COVERED AT THIS SENSATIONAL PRICE.

For the Undecided

Designer's Choice

If you want something unique, or if you don't know what you want, try the Designer's Choice. You won't be disappointed! It's like having a personal shopper who knows what's hot and what's not. Ask for it at your nearest store.

$168.88

Pitching Your Tent

Pitching Your Tent

If you're trying to get a good night's sleep, try the Sleep Innovations Mattress. It's got a high back to keep you in place, and a comfort-control technology that adjusts to your body's temperature. It's available in twin, full, queen, and king sizes.

$168.88
**Dresses Out-Selling Sportswear**

**NEW YORK** (AP) — The word is out in retailing circles: Dresses are hot, sportswear is not.

In a season that has been slow to catch fire, dresses are the only category that has really taken off. Sportswear, despite its popularity in recent years, is lagging behind.

Retailers are reporting strong sales of dresses in a variety of styles, from casual to formal. Sportswear, on the other hand, is not doing as well, with many stores reporting a decline in sales.

The shift in consumer preferences is not surprising, given the current economic climate. Many consumers are looking for clothing that can be worn in multiple settings, and dresses are often seen as versatile options.

Retailers are also adjusting their strategies to better meet consumer demand. Some are offering more dresses in their inventory, while others are creating new lines to cater to the trend.

Despite the challenges, retailers are hopeful that the trend will continue and that dresses will remain a popular choice for consumers.

**Pot-Pourri**

Don't Call Them Skirts

Elizabet Hawes Puts Athletes Into 'Kilts'

In a surprising twist, Elizabeth Hawes, the celebrated fashion designer, has released a new line of garments that blends traditional tailoring with athletic inspiration.

The collection, entitled "Athletic Kilts," features skirts and dresses that are tailored to fit like a high-performance running or cycling outfit. Hawes, known for her classic designs, says the inspiration came from seeing athletes in their gear.

"It's all about the movement," Hawes said. "I wanted to create something that would allow women to move freely and feel empowered."}

**Engagements Revealed**

Angela Terrill

Engaged to

Moore Board

A classic case of romance in the business world: Angela Terrill, a rising star in the fashion industry, is engaged to Moore Board, the CEO of a major department store.

The couple, who have been dating for over a year, announced the engagement last week. "We're so excited to be getting married," Terrill said. "Moore is the perfect match for me."
Betrothals Told
Markham-Byrne

MR. AND MRS. J. M. BARNARD, 714 NW 11, announce the engagement of their daughter, Miss Joan Barnard, to Mr. John Byrne, 511 NW 7, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Byrne, 511 NW 7. The wedding will take place at 2 p.m., August 3, in the First Presbyterian Church. Mr. Byrne is a patient at the University of Illinois. Miss Barnard is a student at the University of Illinois.

WOODWARD

ANNOUNCEMENT is being made by Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. Wonder, 305 NW 29, of the engagement of their daughter, Miss Joan Wood, to Mr. Donald J. Wonder, 305 NW 29. The wedding will take place at 3 p.m., August 3, in the First Presbyterian Church. Mr. Wonder is a student at the University of Illinois. Miss Wood is a student at the University of Illinois.

The wedding will take place at 2 p.m., August 3, in the First Presbyterian Church. Mr. Byrne is a patient at the University of Illinois. Miss Barnard is a student at the University of Illinois.
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